-i688      Hris Policy and Administration.   „      n
The Great Elector is deservedly regarded as the
founder of the Prussian monarchy. During his long feign
of forty-eight years he reorganised and con- p0iicyaiid^-
solidated his dominions, strengthening the cen- administra-
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tral authority in  the various  provinces over Great
which he ruled.    His chief political success EIector-
was the extortion from Poland of a complete and formal
renunciation of her sovereign rights over his duchy of
East  Prussia, which was accomplished by taking part
first on one side, then on the other, in a war between
Poland and Sweden.
In domestic affairs one of his most beneficial measures
was- the establishment of an excise on articles
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of consumption in place of the old direct tax
on houses and lands, which pressed very heavily on the
towns, depopulated as they were by long continued war.
Besides being less burdensome to his subjects, the excise
was also more profitable to the elector than the old
system of taxation, and gave him the means of maintaining
a considerable standing army. The mainte-
nance of a standing army in time of peace was
undoubtedly a startling innovation, but it was rightly
judged by the elector to be indispensable not merely for
the security of his own struggling dominions, but also for
the protection of the Empire itself against its powerful
and ambitious neighbours. His subjects objected to it
strongly at first, but they were not insensible to the
renown acquired in several successful campaigns, and
the elector's victories tended to cement his territories
into an united whole, and to inspire them with the
feeling that they were all parts of one nation. At the
same time he conferred on them benefits more Economic
tangible than military glory by draining bogs, measures.
cutting canals, bringing waste-lands into cultivation, and
other economic measures.

